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INTRODUCTION 

Boat blinds have been around for many years. The first boat blind any of us at Drake ever hunted out of was made of plumbing conduit, 
back in the late 1960’s and 70’s. In the early 90’s, collapsible boat blinds were introduced to the waterfowl world and GUESS WHAT? Next to 
ZERO improvements have been made in over 25 years, UNTIL NOW. Rest assured, when we sat down and decided to design a boat blind, 
we challenged ourselves with designing a boat blind truly INNOVATIVE to eliminate many of the frustrations we, as hunters, experience with 
the blinds on the market today. Your brand new, Drake Ghillie Boat Blind is loaded with 5 major innovative improvements with enhanced 
concealment and versatility, SECOND TO NONE! You’ll soon see, you are ahead in the game, and far better equipped for success in the field 
than hunters without a Drake Ghillie Boat Blind. ENJOY AND GOOD HUNTING!!
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IMPORTANT: If your boat is equipped with a T-Track gunwale mounting system and you intend to mount your blind to the 
T-track, you will need to use the boat’s provided T-bolts and nuts. If they did not come with your boat when you bought it, 
you will need to purchase (8) T-bolts with the nuts or wingnuts, sized for the brand of boat you own. Contact the boat dealer 
or manufacturer for these specific parts. T-bolt sizes will vary with each manufacturer.

BEFORE GETTING STARTED 

1. Read through the manual once, consider some things along the way and notes pointed out in the manual specific to the type of boat 
 you own and your boat’s interior layout before starting the assembly. 

2. Mount the motor to the transom and lock it up and forward in the travel position. This will help you avoid setting the rear frame rail of 
 the blind too close causing potential damage to the frame when the motor hits underwater objects and kicks up during use on the 
 water. 

3. You should have, at least, one other person to help you with this installation. When aligning the holes you’re about to drill, it’s helpful 
 to have an extra hand to hold the blind, or feet, in place, at the opposite end or side, as you drill, plus there are lots of minor 
 assistance needs a helper can provide.  
 
4. Gather all tools listed immediately below. 

 A. Measuring tape (16’ minimum)
 B. Power drill 
 C. 7/16” open-head wrench 
 D. 7/16” ratchet-style wrench
 E. 9/16” open-head wrench 
  NOTE:  Alternately, you can use 2 adjustable wrenches, although C, D, and E, are the preferred options. 
 F. 3/8” drill bit
 G. 1/4” drill bit
 H. Pencil or chalk marker (for marking length and width measurements and where you decide to set the feet of the blind).  
  You can also use tape as an alternative to a marker. 
 I. Safety glasses are a MUST. Remember, SAFETY FIRST.

5 MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS
 
1. No-Shadow Dual Action Top eliminates all shadows, while allowing you to shoot out both sides of your blind.

2. Two Profile settings. One, you can hunt from the normal height position or, two, collapse the legs and hunt from the low profile position 
 blending into the grass giving the appearance of a beaver damn, muskrat hut or bank for grass.

3. Pre-drilled holes enables you to quickly switch your blind from a 14’ to a 17’ blind during the season. It also makes for a super-fast  
 installation.

4. Spring-Loaded Auto-Locking Legs – the convenience of these are unsurpassed. Quick and easy set-up and take down. The springs 
 help you lift the blind into the up position.

5. Mud Motor Gate – this convenience feature allows you to rotate the rear frame of your blind out of the way, freeing the rear motor area 
 from obstruction giving you more room to move and preventing damage to the motor or blind frame.



INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

STEP 1 – Identify the components of the box, separate and organize on the ground.

 NOTE - From this point forward, when we refer to left/port and right/starboard, the point of reference is from the rear/transom (motor  
   area) looking towards the bow/front nose of the boat.

A. Miscellaneous Components Bag (contains two bags)
  Bag 1:  17 individual rivnuts and 1 preinstalled rivnut with rivnut setting tool
    and 1 1/4” x 1/4-20 bolt 
  Bag 2:  30 pcs black 3/4” x 1/4-20 bolts & 30 pcs 1/4-20 nuts
B. (12) Ball Snuggers  
C. Cable Ties 
D. Porthole Mesh Top
E. (2) 19’6” Windblockers
F. Right Rear Leg Assembly
G. Left Rear Leg Assembly
H. Right Front Leg Assembly
I. Left Front Leg Assembly
J. (4) 56” long U-Channel Adjustment Rails (2 for the main frame and 2 for the top frame)
K. Front Top End Assembly 
L. Rear Top End Assembly 
M. (4) Adjustable Side Mounting Brackets
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Left/Port

Right/Starboard

Front/BowRear/Transom

PARTS LIST

B

A Contents of 
Miscellaneous 

Components Bag

1.  17 individual rivnuts and 1 preinstalled  
 rivnut with rivnut setting tool and 1   
 1/4” x 1/4-20 bolt

2.  30 pcs black 3/4” x 1/4-20  
 bolts & 30 pcs 1/4-20 nuts

12 pcs Ball Snuggers

C 100 pcs Cable Ties



D Porthole Mesh Top E  (2) Windblockers

F Right Rear Leg Assembly
with attached mounting pins

NOTE the length of the installed U-Channel is 40” with 2” evenly spaced 
holes, making it longer than on the Right Front Leg Assembly frame rail.

G Left Rear Leg Assembly
with attached mounting pins

H Right Front Leg Assembly
with attached mounting pins

I Left Front Leg Assembly
with attached mounting pins

NOTE the length of the installed U-Channel is 30” with 
1” evenly spaced holes, making it shorter than on the 
Right Rear Leg Assembly frame rail.

NOTE the length of the frame rail is 24”, making it longer 
than on the Left Front Leg Assembly frame rail.

NOTE the length of the frame rail is 16”, making it 
shorter than the Left Rear Leg Assembly frame rail.
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NOTE: Swing Pin to open rear of blind for Mud 
Motor applications.

(See Illustration on Pg. 17)

U-Channel pre-assembled with (4) mounting pins

U-Channel pre-assembled with (4) mounting pins
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J (4) 56” U-Channel Adjustment Rails
with attached mounting pins

K Front Top End Assembly

NOTE the length of the adjustment frame 
rail is shorter than on the Rear Top End 
Assembly frame rail.

L Rear Top End Assembly with Tension Straps

NOTE the length of the adjustment frame rail 
is longer than on the Front Top End Assembly 

frame rail.

M (4) Adjustable Side Mounting Brackets



STEP 2 - Position main frame components on the ground as shown. 

 a. Place right and left rear leg assemblies on ground.

 NOTE - The right rear leg assembly has the longest rear frame rail spanning from the right side to the left. The left rear leg   
   assembly is the shorter of the two.

 b. Place right and left front leg assemblies on ground. 

 NOTE - The remaining two leg assemblies go to the front. The right front leg assembly has the longer front frame rail    
  stretching from right to left. 

 c. Place (2) 56” long U-Channel Adjustment Rails on ground between front and rear assemblies, one on each side. 

 d. Take the bag of elastic Ball Snuggers (12 Total), space 4 evenly on each side of the blind frame and 2 on each end. Go ahead and 
  thread 4 onto each side, evenly spaced and place two on each end. You use these two secure the Windblockers to the frame for 
  transport down the highway to eliminate wind flap. You will also want to consider where you position the legs of your blind, in   
  relation to where you place your Ball Snuggers. Consider this before setting your legs into seat/deck mounting bracket.

STEP 3 – Decide where you want the rear edge of the blind frame to lay in proximity to the  
 motor/transom area.
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Right Rear Leg Assembly

Left Rear Leg Assembly

Right Front Leg Assembly

Left Front Leg Assembly

U-Channel Adjustment Rail

U-Channel Adjustment Rail

IMPORTANT – Before deciding where to position the rear, front or sides of your blind, make sure you position any boat 
seats into their pedestal mounts or track-locks, before positioning your blind so there is clearance for your seats to pivot, 
twist and turn, when the blind is in the down position.



FOR MUD MOTORS – If you do not use a mud motor, feel free to skip to next paragraph. Mud motors are designed to be used in shallow 
water. When motoring in shallow water, the propeller guard will sometimes hit the bottom or go over a log, causing the steering handle to 
dip down into the boat’s transom/seat area, often striking and potentially damaging the blind frame. One of the unique features of this blind 
is the rear frame’s ability to be disconnected on one side and rotated to the opposite side of the boat. This frees the rear seat or transom 
area, from obstruction, normally created by boat blinds. Utilizing this feature prevents damage to the motor and blind frame. If you intend to 
use this feature, never position the rear frame of the blind closer than 6-8” to the head of the motor. Another consideration for positioning 
the rear frame edge, is how far down the mud motor handle dips during slow motoring. When using a mud motor, during a hunt, you may 
sometimes want to move a few decoys or pick up a duck or goose off the water, without disconnecting and repositioning the rear frame rail 
every time. Now is the time to decide how far back you want the edge of your blind to go allowing you room to slow motor your boat, while 
leaving the rear frame connected. In other words, give yourself a little room, off the head of the motor and the steering handle base where it 
is attached to the motor.
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IMPORTANT - When running a mud motor at mid-high speeds, ALWAYS disconnect and rotate rear frame rail, out of the way, 
after removing and positioning the top to one side (See illustration on pg. 17).

FOR OUTBOARD MOTORS – As pointed out in the BEFORE GETTING STARTED section, never position the rear frame of the blind closer 
than 6-8” to the head of the motor. Often, when motoring, the outboard will hit an underwater object and kick up during use on the water. You 
will also need blind clearance when locking your motor up and forward into the travel position. Please consider both when deciding where to 
position the rear edge of your blind. You can pull a pin, from the corner of the rear frame rail, and rotate the rear frame rail to one side of the 
blind, freeing up the entire back transom area, if you prefer. 

FOR TRANSOM AREA ACCESS – Some hunters keep or position their gas can and battery in the transom area immediately below the 
motor and often need access to remove the gas tank, battery or boat plug. You do not want to be forced to lift up the blind frame to access 
this area. You will want to position the rear edge of the blind, far enough away from the head of the motor, to access and remove these items 
without touching the blind.

Once you’ve given these considerations some thought, now you are ready to decide where you THINK you want to place the rear edge of 
your blind. We say THINK because, please know, you can change your mind, at any time. We are simply trying to put you in position to set 
a length and width of the frame so you can set the blind in the boat and “eyeball” it to see if it fits to your liking.

Now, if you’ve decided where you want the rear frame of the blind to go, take your pencil or piece of tape, and mark on the boat where you 
want the edge of the rear frame rail to lay.

Place Mark Here
Place 
Mark
Here Place Mark Here



STEP 4 –  Decide where you want the front edge of the blind to lay, in proximity to the nose 
 of the boat, mark it and then measure the front to rear length of your blind.
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Once you decide where you THINK you want the front edge of the blind frame to lay, make a mark or place a piece of tape down.

STEP 5 – Measure the LEFT TO RIGHT “inside” gunwale to gunwale width at the front and  
   rear edge of the blind. 
Now that you’ve marked where you want the front and rear edge of the blind to lay, measure the “inside” gunwale to gunwale 
width of each of these locations.

Place Mark Here

Place Mark Here

Place Mark Here

Measure Here

Measure Here

Where you position the front of the blind, primarily, depends on what type bow your boat comes equipped. Do you have a V-Hull, Modified-V 
or a flat-nosed hull? Typically, a boat hunter wants his blind to hide/conceal as much of the boat, as possible. You want the blind to go as far 
to the front as possible, but you also do not want the blind’s frame exposed above or outside the wall of the hull. To achieve this, you should 
come back off the nose of the boat some. Boat hull’s and bows vary, so this will be a judgment call you need to make.

IMPORTANT – Before deciding where to position the rear, front or sides of your blind, make sure you position any boat 
seats into their pedestal mounts or track-locks, before positioning your blind so there is clearance for your seats to pivot, 
twist and turn, when the blind is in the down position.
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STEP 6 – Identify the “adjusted” front and rear LEFT TO RIGHT blind frame width,
 center the U-Channels and pin each side of blind, setting the correct front 
 and rear width. 

 NOTE – Make sure 2 Ball Snuggers remain threaded, at front and rear ends, before pinning each side together. 

Adjusted Front Frame Width – take your front “inside” gunwale to gunwale LEFT TO RIGHT width measurement, where the front edge of 
your blind will lay, and subtract 4”. This is your adjusted front frame width. 

 NOTE - Once you set your blind inside your boat to eyeball the fit, you will then adjust the length and width, to get the perfect fit,  
   but for now, you are trying to get these measurements close. 

Now, you’re almost ready to connect the right side of the front of the blind to the left side, but first you need to “center” the U-Channel. 

 NOTE – There are a total of 6 U-Channel adjustment bars, per boat blind. One front (30” long and preassembled to front leg   
   assembly), one rear (40” long and preassembled to rear leg assembly) and four side U-Channels (56” long – loose in box).  
   Two of the four, 56” long U-Channels, are used later when we assemble the top.  

It’s IMPORTANT you center the U-Channels to the front, rear and sides of your blind frame. Here’s an example how…

DO NOT USE THIS EXAMPLE for your boat, unless your width is the same as this example. This example works for 
front and rear width measurements. It also works for setting the blind length, as well.  

Let’s say, the front inside gunwale to gunwale width measures 50”. Subtract 4” from 50 equaling 46”. This is 
the Adjusted Front Frame Width.  Half of 46” equals 23”. We want 23” on each side of the front U-Channel’s 
center point. Now, for the Adjusted Rear Frame Width, you’d subtract 8” from your rear inside gunwale to 
gunwale width, then half of that to get your center point of the rear U-Channel.  For the sake of this 
example, we are going to talk about the Adjusted Front Frame Width measurement.

The front U-Channel is 30” long, so the center point is 15”. Measure 23” away from this center point of the 
U-Channel. Place the square tubing in the U-Channel and slide the square tubing away from the center point, 
until the outer edge of the blind frame is 23” from the center. Now, find the nearest holes that align and 
insert two pins. You have now set one side of the front frame to approximately 23”. Repeat this for the 
other side of the blind. Now, the front width of your blind should be approximately 46”. It’s OK, if your 
frame width is off by an inch or so. You can always adjust your width, in or out, anytime you like, simply 
by pulling the pins and sliding the tubing accordingly and insert the pins to your new setting. 

50”

50” - 4” = 46” 

Front U-Channel 30” wide 15” Center

A.

23” from center to left end

B.

23” from center to right end

C.

46” total widthThis is your adjusted front frame width.



Adjusted Rear Frame Width - Take your rear “inside” gunwale to gunwale LEFT TO RIGHT width measurement, where the rear edge of your 
blind will lay, and subtract 8”. This is your adjusted rear frame width. 

 NOTE – Once you set your blind inside your boat to eyeball the fit, you will then adjust the length and width, to get the perfect  
  fit, but for now, you are trying to get these measurements close. 

Now, you’re almost ready to connect the right side, rear of the blind, to the left side, but first you need to “center” the rear U-Channel. 

The rear U-Channel adjustment bar is 40” long. Its center point is 20”. Use the same example scenario on the previous page, except subtract 
8” from your rear “inside” gunwale to gunwale width and now use 20” for your center point, and your boats adjusted rear frame width 
measurement divided by 2. Adjust your rear frame width, equally, on each side of the center point, and insert 2 pins for the left side and 2 
pins for the right side. 

STEP 7 – Take your blind “length” measurement from step 4, center the 56” long    
 U-Channels and use 2 pins on each end of the blind, setting the correct front to  
 rear blind length. 

 NOTE – Make sure 4 Ball Snuggers, per side, remain threaded, before pinning each side/end together. 

Choose a side to start. It doesn’t matter which side you choose. Just remember, when you finish with this side, you’ll do the same to the 
opposite side. 

The side U-Channel adjustment bars are 56” long, with a center point of 28”. Use the same example scenario on the previous page, except 
use 28” for your center point. Take your blind length from step 5, divide it by 2. Take the front leg assembly square tubing, position it inside 
the U-Channel, on each end, and slide adjust until the distance from the center point is half your blind’s total length. Now, align two holes, at 
each end, insert two pins, and now you’ve set the blind’s frame length on both ends of this side. 

Repeat this step for the opposite side of the blind frame with the same measurements.

STEP 8 – Lift and set the blind frame in the boat at the front and rear edge marks that you  
 made earlier.

The front U-Channel adjustment bar is 30” wide, so the center point is 15”. You want this center point to be the center point of each side of 
your blind, in the front. Meaning, half of your front frame width will go to the right of this center and half to the left.  You’ll, most likely, need 
to move the pre-assembled pins in the U-Channel for proper centering adjustment.

IMPORTANT! Use the assistance of a helper for this step.
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STEP 9 – Choosing where to set the legs and feet of the blind onto the boat

Try to keep your feet level and on the same plane - When choosing where to position the feet, choose a surface that keeps 
the 2 feet, at each end of your blind, LEVEL. By level, we mean on the same plane or distance from the top of the gunwale to 
the mounting surface. An example of level would be mounting both feet to a bow deck or a rear boat seat. If you use mounting 
brackets, make sure the distance from the gunwale down to the flat surface of both brackets measures the same.

This is easy to do if you are using a T-Track. Simply mount all 4 feet to the T-Track and the blind should be level, side to side 
and end to end.

It’s not uncommon for the mounting surface, at the front and rear ends of your blind, to be different. Often, you will mount the 
rear feet to a boat seat, while using side mount brackets in the front OR vice versa. It is not uncommon for the feet, at one 
end of your blind, to be higher/lower than the opposite end. Use common sense here. The blind will work, with each end, on 
a different plane, to a point, but do your best to keep them as close to level, within reason.

Mount Location #1 - Seat or Deck

Mount Location #2 
- Side Wall of Boat

Mount Location #3 - T-Track 
Gunwale System
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Understanding the “required” spring-tension for your Auto-Locking Legs  

You are going to LOVE the speed of setting up your blind using the Auto-Locking legs. Each leg has a spring attached to an eyebolt bolted 
to the knee of each leg. We will secure the loose end, of each spring, AFTER we have set and bolted each foot.. 

All 4 leg assemblies have 12 predrilled holes, 2” apart (see drawing). We have numbered these holes 1-12. Hole 1 is 4” from the end of the 
blind. Hole 12 is 26” from the end of the blind. 

At the top of each leg, you will find a U-Clip bolted in hole 6. Hole 6 is 14” from the end of your blind. Hole 12 is 26” from the end of the blind. 
When choosing where to mount the feet of your blind, you can adjust the U-Clip to holes 6-12 ONLY. This means where you choose to mount 
each foot, must align with holes 6-12. Holes 6-12 are 14-26” from each end of your blind. You must mount each foot to a boat seat, boat 
deck, side mounting bracket or into a T-track system, 14-26” from the end of your blind or with your U-clip set in your choice of holes 6-12. 

In hole 1, you will find an eyebolt. You will attach the loose end of your leg spring to this eyebolt, after you set/bolt the foot. This eyebolt 
must be set 5 holes apart from the U-Clip. As the diagram illustrates, the U-Clip is set in hole 6 and the eyebolt is in hole 1, 5 holes or 10” 
apart. You must always maintain 5 holes or 10” between the eyebolt hole and the U-clip hole. If you move the U-Clip to hole 8, you will need 
to move the eyebolt to hole 3. 

U-Clip

IMPORTANT: To have 
correct auto-locking leg 
spring tension, the eyebolt 
and the U-Clip, must be 
5 holes or 10” apart, at all 
times. 

Eyebolt

1234567

89101112 7

Eyebolt Location 
Holes ONLY

U-Clip Location 
Holes ONLY
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U-Clip and foot mounting 
location MUST be within this

 26”-14” area from end of blind.

14”

NOTE - Hole 6 is 
14” from the outside 

edge of the blind.

4”26” - 4”

Mount foot within 
this area ONLY!

16” 14” 12” 10” 8” 6” 4”

26” 24” 22” 20” 18” 16” 14”
DO NOT ADJUST 
THIS EYEBOLT!

Leg
Spring

NOTE - Location holes are 2” apart. 

STEP 10 –  Final Adjustments Before Setting Feet 

NOW, make the decision where you THINK you want to mount the feet, by setting the U-Clip of each leg, within the 14”-26” requirement, 
from each end of the blind. If hole 6, where the U-Clip is currently positioned, doesn’t place the feet where you want them to be mounted, 
remove the 1 ¼” bolt and nut and move it to any of the remaining holes, 7-12, that places the foot where you want to mount them. We said 
THINK, because adjustments can be made, after you EYEBALL to determine if you like where your feet will set.
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NOW is also the time for you to make sure the front and rear width is to your liking, along with your blind’s length. Make sure the ends 
of your blind lay where you like. Remove the width and length setting pins, make the minor adjustments now, placing the width, length and 
feet, right where you want them. Do all of this BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO rivnut OR BOLT the feet to the mounting brackets.

 NOTE - Make sure you have a helper holding the blind in place while you make your final adjustments.

STEP 11 – Setting the Feet

If your seat or bow deck is carpeted, you’ll need to remove the carpet where the foot will set, allowing the foot of each 
leg to set directly on the metal surface.

If the surface you want to mount the feet on is wood or fiberglass, we recommend using the side mounting brackets and 
mount the brackets to the upper wall of your boat. Rivnuts will not set in wood or fiberglass.

If your boat’s layout gives you the choice to rivnut the feet to a seat or deck, on one end, and use the side mounting 
brackets, at the other end, set the two feet you intend to rivnut FIRST. Install the side mounting brackets last.

Setting the Feet Directly to a Seat or Deck

 A. It’s ideal for the feet to be positioned in the same side by side location, on the same end, opposite the other.

 B. Whenever possible, set the feet on the edge of the seat, closest to the center of the boat. This allows each folded leg to rest lower, 
  when in the down position. This is not a must, but it is preferred, when possible.

 C. It is very important you make sure your legs run parallel to the blind’s side frame rails, when marking and/or drilling the holes of each 
  foot. Hold the legs parallel as you drill the holes.

Ed
ge

 o
f S

ea
t Edge of Seat

C
en

te
r

Feet Feet
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 D. While making sure the legs remain parallel to blind frame, we recommend marking an outline of the first foot you intend to set. Be 
  extra careful to keep the foot within the voutline. Once you drill the holes, you don’t get a do-over.  

  While making sure the leg remains parallel to the frame AND the foot stays within the outline, drill your first hole using a 1/4” drill 
  bit.  Place a 3/4” bolt in the hole to hold the foot in place. Now, with the 3/4” bolt in place, double check making sure the foot is 
  inside the outline you marked and drill the hole cattycorner to the first hole you drilled. Take a second 3/4” bolt and place in the 
  cattycorner hole. This ensures your last two holes will align. Now, you can either mark or drill the remaining two holes. We suggest 
  going ahead and drilling the holes. 

  Now, leave the 2 - 3/4” bolts in the foot you just drilled and move to the leg, immediately opposite, on the same end of the 
  blind, and REPEAT. 

 If you are using rivnuts and mounting directly to a seat or deck, on the opposite END of your blind, repeat these same steps. 

 E. Once you’ve drilled and marked these “guide” holes for each foot, we recommend removing the blind from the boat, making room 
  so you can drill the rivnut holes using a 3/8” drill bit.  

 F. Drill each bolt hole, you marked for each foot, using a 3/8” drill bit. 
 
 G. Now, using your Rivnut Setting Tool (Illustration 1). Take the 1 1/4” x 1/4” bolt, insert into the tool, and thread a rivnut onto the 
  bottom of the bolt, until it is snug, as shown (Illustration 2).

1 1/4” x 1/4-20 bolt
(included in the 

rivnut parts bag)

Rivnut
Setting Tool

rivnut

Illustration 1

Why use rivnuts or rivet nuts?
Rivnuts are preferred over 
blind bolts and other types of 
fasteners because they are 
so versatile. They are easy to 
install and create a threaded 
hole that can be used over and 
over again, making disassembly 
and repair easier.

In our case, since the blind is 
being mounted into a boat seat 
or deck, it’s impossible to attach 
a standard nut and bolt without 
access to the underside.  
Rivnuts or rivet nuts make this 
possible.

Illustration 2

Boat Seat

Illustration 3

Boat Seat

Illustration 5

Boat Seat

Illustration 4

Boat Seat
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 H. Insert the rivnut into the 3/8” hole, until it hits bottom (Illustration 3). Take a 9/16” or adjustable wrench and hold the rivnut Setting 
  Tool in place. Take a 7/16” or adjustable wrench and tighten the 1/4” bolt, clockwise, until it is SNUG (Illustration 4). Remove the 1 
  1/4” bolt and rivnut Setting Tool (Illustration 5).   

 Rivnuts are aluminum and the threads will strip, if you overtighten. DO NOT  OVERTIGHTEN! 

  Repeat Step G in every hole you intend to set a rivnut. 

 I. If you have installed rivnuts, at one or both ends of your boat, set your blind back in your boat. Take the 3/4” bolts, insert them 
  through the holes of the feet, thread each bolt into the rivnuts, clockwise. Take a 7/16” wrench or adjustable wrench and tighten. 
  Again, IMPORTANT, the threads are aluminum and they will strip. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN! Tighten until SNUG.  

  If you’re using rivnuts, on one end and using mounting brackets on the other end, leave your blind bolted in the boat and move 
  ahead to the following section, Using a Side Mounting Bracket, and mount the brackets, at the opposite end.

Setting the feet to the boat wall using a SIDE MOUNTING BRACKET (INCLUDED) 

If you do not have a front seat, rear seat or bow deck to rivnut your feet to OR you do not have a T-Track gunwale system, you will need 
to use the included Side Mounting Brackets. You will need an assistant to help hold the blind as you mark and drill the mounting brackets.

Always mount your brackets as high on the wall of the boat, as possible. Mount them immediately below the gunwale lip. 
You will want the bracket mounting surface, where you bolt the feet, to be level. This may require some minor bending, up or 
down, to the mounting bracket as the mounting brackets may not be pre-formed to the same wall angle as your boat. Boat 
wall angles may vary. As the result, you may have to bend it, up or down, to achieve a level bracket for mounting the feet. 

Marking where to mount the “bracket to the wall of your boat” – take the top half of the side mounting bracket and hold it in place against 
the bottom of the foot where you intend to bolt the foot to the top of the bracket. While holding the bracket and foot tightly together, position 
the bracket high on the wall of the boat, just below the gunwale. (See photo on pg. 10 - Mounting Location #2) Now, look to see if you like 
how your blind lays in your boat, with the foot and bracket in this spot on your boat wall. If you like it, mark each end of the bracket, where it 
will rest against the wall of your boat. If you don’t like it, make the width/length adjustments to your blind now and try again. 

Drilling the boat wall holes, bolting, then leveling the brackets - Each bracket has two holes, along the top lip. Keep the edges of the 
bracket between the marks, press the top lip flush/flat against the boat wall, make sure the holes appear level/on the same plane, now mark 
both holes. Using a 1/4” drill bit, drill both holes. Take (2) 3/4” bolts, keeping the bolt head on the outside of your boat, stick the bolt through 
the outer wall of your boat. Now, on the inner wall, thread the 2 holes of the mounting bracket onto the bolt, put the locknuts on and tighten. 
Now, eyeball to see if the mount surface of the bracket is level for the foot. If it is not, bend up or down, until it appears level. 

Repeat for each location you need a mounting bracket. 

Drilling the foot holes, then bolting the feet on top of the bracket –

If you are using mounting brackets, at both ends of your boat, now is the time to request assistance from a helper. You 
will want them to hold the blind/feet on the opposite end, in place, on the brackets while you hold and drill the holes on 
the opposite end. 

It is VERY IMPORTANT you make sure your legs run parallel to the blind’s side frame rails when marking and/or drilling the 
holes of each foot. Hold the legs parallel as you drill the holes.
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Whether you are using mounting brackets, at one or both ends, your blind and feet should now set on each mounting bracket, in a position 
allowing you to drill the holes of each foot, into the bracket. Whether using 4 brackets or 2, now is the time to eyeball the holes of each foot 
and confirm they sit, far enough off the edge on top of the bracket, allowing you to drill all 4 holes, THEN put a nut on the bolt underneath. 
Always double check, underneath the hole, before drilling, making sure there’s enough clearance/space to place a nut on the bolt, where you 
intend to drill into each mounting bracket. If you are too close to the outer edge of the bracket, where it bends back under, you may not have 
room to place a nut on the bolt. If this is the case, you may need to adjust the width and/or length of your blind, some. 

If you have rivnuts, on ONE END of your boat, you should have bolted them down at this point. Ask your assistant to hold the opposite 
foot on its mounting bracket, while you drill the holes in the opposite bracket.   Now, you should be ready to drill each foot’s holes in your 
mounting bracket. Follow the above tip by holding the leg parallel to the side frame rails. Take a 1/4” drill bit, pick the first hole and drill. Place 
a 3/4” bolt in the hole and thread a nut onto the bottom. Continue holding the leg parallel to side rails and repeat with remaining foot holes 
on both sides of the boat. Now, your blind should be in place. 

If you are using mounting brackets on BOTH ENDS of your blind, follow our TIP, ask your assistant to go to opposite END of the blind 
and hold the frame so BOTH feet remain in place on the mounting brackets, as you drill the holes at the opposite end. 

Follow the other tip, holding the leg parallel to the side frame rail, look across to the opposite foot, make sure it is on the mounting bracket. 
If the opposite foot looks close to centered, take a 1/4” drill bit, pick the first hole and drill the foot on your side. Place a 3/4” bolt in the hole 
and thread a nut onto the bottom. Continue holding the leg parallel to the side rails choose the hole cattycorner and repeat with the remaining 
foot holes on both sides of the boat. Tighten each nut on each 3/4” bolt. Now your blind should be in place.  
 
Setting the feet using a T-Track System 

As pointed out, in the BEFORE GETTING STARTED section, you will need to provide your own T-Bolts and lock nuts for using the included 
side mounting brackets with your T-Track system. Sizes vary from boat manufacturer to boat manufacturer. You will need (8) T-Bolts and 
locknuts. Contact the boat dealer or boat manufacturer to purchase these, if they were not provided with the boat.

You will want the bracket mounting surface, where you bolt the feet into the T-Track, to be level. The lip/angle, where the 2 
bolt holes are, may not be pre-formed to the same wall or gunwale angle as your boat.  Boat wall angles and gunwale T-Track 
angles vary. As the result, after you bolt each bracket to the T-Track, this may require some minor bending adjustment, up or 
down, to achieve a level bracket for mounting the feet.

Go ahead and bolt each included mounting bracket to your T-Track in the location you think you want to set your feet. We say think, because 
after you’ve set your blind in your boat, you can adjust the location of each bracket forward or back, until they are positioned where you want 
your feet to rest. Repeat this for each foot. 

Request assistance from a helper to lift and set your blind on the 4 mounting brackets. Now is the time to eyeball the positioning of both 
ends of your blind. Adjust the length accordingly. Now, take another look at the positioning of each foot. You may need to adjust your blind’s 
width and adjust the location of your mounting bracket. Take your time and get it like you want it. 

Drilling the foot holes, then bolting the feet on top of the bracket 

Now, your helper will need to hold the blind/feet, on the opposite end, in place on the mounting brackets, while you 
hold and drill the holes on the opposite end. 

AGAIN, it is VERY IMPORTANT you make sure your legs run parallel to the blind’s side frame rails, when 
marking and/or drilling the holes of each foot. Hold the legs parallel as you drill the holes.
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Now is the time to eyeball the holes of each foot and confirm they sit, far enough off the edge on top of the bracket, allowing you to drill all 
4 holes, THEN put a nut on the bolt underneath. Always double check, underneath the hole, before drilling, making sure there’s enough 
clearance/space to place a nut on the bolt, where you intend to drill. If you are too close to the outer edge of the bracket, where it bends 
back under, you may not have enough clearance, underneath, to place a nut on the bolt. If this is the case, you may need to adjust the width 
and/or length of your blind, slightly. 

If you like the placement of both feet on your end of the blind, follow our tip, align the legs to your frame, drill a hole and go ahead and place 
the bolt in the hole and thread the nut. You can hand tighten each nut and drill the next hole or go ahead and tighten down with a wrench. 
After you drill the first hole of each foot, we HIGHLY RECOMMEND choosing the hole cattycorner to the first, as your second hole. This is 
the best way to assure the remaining holes align. Finish remaining holes for each foot.

Now, if you haven’t already done so, attach the loose end of each leg spring to the first eyebolt that’s located in which ever 
of the first 7 holes you chose when setting up the leg to your measurements as we described eariler.

STEP 12 – Assembling the DUAL ACTION TOP  

Now, you should have your main frame assembled with each foot bolted to your boat. 

The remaining aluminum frame parts create the top of your blind. There is a Front Top End Assembly, which is the narrower, left to right, of 
the two. The wider, of the two, is the Rear Top End Assembly with Tension Straps. Place them on the ground, accordingly. Now, take the 
remaining two 56” long U-Channel rails and place one on each side, between the front and rear assemblies. 

Set the LENGTH, on the left and right side of your top - Take the front to rear end measurement of the main blind frame installed on your 
boat. Divide that number by 2. Adjust each top end away from the center point of each U-Channel, until it measures half the length of your 
blind. Refer to the example scenario in STEP 6 to aid in working from the center of both top U-Channel rails. 

Once you’ve centered the U-Channels and double-pinned each end, lift the top, and place the height bar, at each end, into the top’s resting 
brackets, as shown.

Set the front and rear top width - Each end of your top, use the spring buttons to adjust the width. Adjust both sides, front and back, until 
they are same width as the main frame, directly beneath.

Now, position the three tension straps equally across the top of the blind so that they each cover 1/3rd of the top.  One strap towards the 
back, one in the middle and one towards the front. 

Resting Bracket

Resting Bracket

Height Bar
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STEP 13 – Installing your Windblockers 

Each Windblocker has a series of hook & loop tabs sewn along the top edge. Each of these hook & loop tabs loops around the main frame 
rails of your blind. 

Your blind is designed so you can remove the swing pin, in the left rear corner of your blind, and rotate the rear frame over to the right/
starboard side of your boat/blind. This feature is for Mud Motors. It’s IMPORTANT that you want to keep your Windblockers attached to the 
rear frame rail each time you need to rotate the rear frame rail, out of the way. To achieve this, you should always attach your FIRST hook & 
loop tabs, to the rear frame rail in this corner, and continue attaching the hook & loop tabs, working along the rear frame rail to the opposite 
side. Turn the corner and continue attaching hook & loop tabs working towards the bow of your boat. Make sure you keep your Windblocker 
taut, as you work along (See the first illustration below). 

Once you’ve finished attaching the first Windblocker, we suggest starting the second Windbocker, in the same, left rear corner you started 
the first Windblocker, except attach your first hook & loop tab to the left side rail and work towards the bow of the boat. Eventually, the two 
Windblockers will overlap. Just continue attaching the hook & loop tabs, until you reach the end (See the second illustration below). 

Start First 
Windblocker 

Here

Attach Windlblocker from left rear corner and continue towards right rear corner, come around corner and continue towards the front/bow.

Swing Pin

Rear of blind 
can swing 

away for Mud 
Motor access.

XX

DO NOT COVER the Swing Pin when attaching your Windoblockers. If the Swing Pin is covered, it will prevent you from opening the rear 
of the blind for mud motor access.

Start Second Windblocker Here

Attach Windlblocker from left rear corner and continue towards left front corner, come around corner and continue around the front/bow until complete.

Rear of blind 
can swing 

away for Mud 
Motor access.

Swing Pin

XX
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STEP 14 – Installing your NO-SHADOW MESH TOP 

This is a “one size fits most” mesh top, meaning, it will most likely be larger than your boat, but don’t worry, the following instructions will 
help you customize the fit of this top to your liking, without cutting or damaging your top. Our installation method will allow you to use this 
one top for different size boats, if you want to change the size of boat during a season, or in future years.

Your mesh top has a front end, a rear end and two sides. The front end is narrower than the rear end. Your top is designed with a No-Shadow 
Mesh Top flap. This flap is 17-20” tall and is intended to hang down, along the perimeter of the top’s frame rail. This flap will eliminate 
unnatural, horizontal gap shadows, normally created by a roof or top, on most blinds.

After installing this mesh top, you’ll want to fine tune your mesh top for how you like to hunt. Once you get in your blind to see 
how it feels, look out through the no-shadow flaps, you may decide you want to create some see-through gaps, so you don’t 
always have to look through mesh.  Extra cable ties are provided for this.

Make sure your blind is in the up position with the top frame in the hunt/down position (See photo on pg. 16). 

Deciding where to start your mesh top - First question, “When you set up to hunt, which side of the boat/blind do you prefer to point 
your gun and shoot, most of the time?” If you prefer shooting over the left/port side of your boat/blind, start your mesh top in the front left 
corner of your top. If you prefer shooting over the right/starboard side, start your top in the front right corner of your top. If you do not have 
a preference, flip a coin. (See illustration below) 

Take your mesh fabric top and lay it over the top’s frame. Make sure the narrow end of the mesh fabric top is at the bow or front end of your 
boat/blind.  

Your mesh top has a right and left, front corner. At each corner, an end flap and a side flap meet, at the top sew seam. Where the top of these 
two separate flaps meet, is the corner point of your top. Take this corner point and place it directly over the corner you are starting with, as 
shown. Take the first cable tie and secure the mesh to the frame rail, at the flap’s top seam, immediately behind the top’s corner bracket. The 
flap should hang down, approximately 17-20”, from the tie-point. Maintain this flap length, downward from the frame rail, all the way around 
the perimeter of the blind. 

Now that you’ve secured the first cable tie, move towards the rear/bow 10” and secure the next cable tie. Make sure you keep the mesh 
tight. This will reduce “sag” in your roof. Continue every 10” towards the rear or motor. Turn the rear corner and continue towards the middle 
of the rear top width. Place your last cable tie about 3-4” before the center roof pivot bracket and stop. Do the same for the front as you did 
with the rear of the blind.

Left Side Flap

Right Side Flap
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p

Front End Flap

Flap Top Seam

XX

Excess Fabric

Cable tie 
every 10”

Last cable tie MUST 
be 3-4” from the 
center roof pivot 
bracket for freedom of 
motion. 

FIRST CABLE TIE HERE
then works towards the rear of the 
blind keeping mesh tight as you go.

Pull tight HERE!

Pull tight HERE!

IMPORTANT:  
Make sure that you 
keep the Left Side 

Flap Top Seam 
on the top frame 

rail throughout this 
first step in the Top 
Mesh Installation.
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Go back to the front of the blind. Pull the mesh tight, towards you, from the opposite end, then cable tie every 10”. Again, always leave a 
cable tie about 3-4b” on each side of the center roof pivot bracket. Do not cable tie the mesh right against the center pivot bracket. The top 
needs a little space to rotate backwards and forwards. Continue across the rear frame rail. When you turn the corner and begin working the 
opposite side rail towards the back of the boat/blind, always pull the fabric to you, keep it tight, and cable tie every 16” on this side. You will 
have “excess” fabric on this side of your top/blind. DO NOT WORRY. We will eliminate this issue shortly. When you make it to the rear 
corner, cable tie at the corners and then make sure the last cable tie on this side and end is 3-4” from the center pivot bracket.

Now, if you started your top at the left front corner, go to the right corner, to continue. If you started your top at the right front corner, go to 
the left corner, to continue.

Left Side Flap

Right Side Flap

Re
ar

 E
nd

 F
la

p Front End Flap
Flap Top Seam

Excess Fabric

Center cable 
ties MUST be  
3-4” from the 
center roof 
pivot bracket 
for freedom of 
motion. 

Start HERE and 
work across the 
front towards the 
right side rail.

XX

Cable tie 
every 16” on 

this side ONLY.

Remember to keep mesh fabric tight as you’re installing the cable ties! 

Pull tight HERE!

Pull tight HERE!

Last cable tie MUST 
be 3-4” from the center 

roof pivot bracket for 
freedom of motion. 

IMPORTANT: 
Keep the Front 
End Flap Top 

Seam on the top 
frame rail on the 
front of the blind.

Now, we are going to take the excess fabric, between where the fabric is cable tied to the frame rail and the top seam of this side’s flap, then 
bunch it up, until only the flap is hanging free, and cable tie it to the frame rail. By bunching the excess fabric and securing it tightly to the 
frame rail, you will hardly notice the fabric is bunched up (See photo below).  Continue bunching the excess fabric and cable tying it to the 
frame rail around the remainder of the blind, until you get it just like you want it. Be careful when cable tying. If you mess up, carefully cut the 
cable tie so that you don’t cut the mesh fabric and tie it again.

Gather excess fabric into small roll 
about the size of the frame rail.

Lift over the frame rail and hold tight to 
the top of frame rail.

While holding the fabric, cable tie the 
excess fabric to the frame rail. 

As mentioned earlier, these illustrations show how to install the mesh top for left side/port hunters.  For right side/starboard hunters, you’d 
start at the front RIGHT corner and work opposite of the illustations for the entire top mesh installation.  
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Completed Mesh Top Installation

Now...  On to fine tuning your mesh top for the best possible hunting experience.

FINE TUNING YOUR MESH TOP 

When it comes to success in the field, we have ALWAYS believed LOCATION is the most important factor to having a successful hunt. Be 
where the ducks/geese want to be, PERIOD! The second most important factor is CONCEALMENT. Granted, you’ve got to have a nice, 
desirable looking spread of decoys, but if you are standing on the edge of your hole, wearing a bright shiny suit, waving your arms, it won’t 
matter how realistic your decoy spread looks. Seriously, if your blind or hide doesn’t appear natural or if they can see movement, the birds 
won’t work in close enough or they’ll stay on the outer fringes of being in range. The majority of blinds on the market today DO NOT HAVE 
TOPS and the ones that do, aren’t very natural looking. They have big holes or long gaps that create unnatural shadows and worst of all, 
these holes are where your less experienced hunting buddies stick their faces causing the birds to flare, time after time. This is the reason 
our No-Shadow Dual Action Mesh Top is a real game changer. You have 100% complete concealment beneath our mesh top. This prevents 
the birds from seeing you and that hunting buddy that pie-faces all the time, or any unnatural shadows, which will allow them to get MUCH, 
MUCH closer and FINISH unlike most competing blinds. Our mesh top also allows for a much more enjoyable hunt. Now, instead of keeping 
your head down and eyes off the birds, you can enjoy watching them work and get help from your more experienced hunting partner keeping 
an eye behind you. Bottom line, you are going to love your new mesh top.
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Each end and side of your blind’s top has a no-shadow flap that hangs downward from the top falling just below the main frame rail of your 
blind. This eliminates all shadows. You should move your boat outside, get inside your boat, sit and pretend you are looking out calling and 
working ducks and/or geese. The porthole mesh top works best for birds directly over your head. You will be able to easily see birds as they 
work overhead, while remaining concealed. 

If you find it difficult to see birds out front or on the ends, you may want to create viewing holes, where you will naturally look for birds. To 
do this you will need to lift some material creating an opening allowing you an unobstructed view while working the birds. This can create 
a small shadow, potentially. The best way to hide this shadow is to take some raffia or brush and attach it to the brush straps allowing it to 
hang down over the opening. You’ll find it’s easier to see through brush than thru your porthole mesh flaps. Most hunters do not have an 
issue seeing through the mesh tops, but some of you will want to create viewing holes, but always remember CONCEALMENT. There is a 
trade-off that you must decide. 

Open Port Hole
- No Raffia

Open Port Hole
- Raffia

Safety/Care/Operational Tips
 
1. Before traveling with your boat and blind, always make sure your blind’s mesh top and blind frame are secured tightly inside a windblocker. 
 After the hunt, before driving down the road with your boat and blind, make sure each ball snugger is wrapped around the outside of the 
 Windblocker, WITH THE MESH TOP’S FRAME AND YOUR BLIND’S MAIN FRAME, SECURED INSIDE THE WINDBLOCKER. YOU 
 DO NOT WANT THE TOP LOOSE OR SEPARATE FROM THE MAIN FRAME, WHEN TRAVELING. IT WILL BLOW OUT.
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2.   When out on the water, never motor the boat with the blind in the up position, always collapse  
 your boat blind, before moving the boat. Always make sure your windblocker and mesh top fabric 
 are not exposed above or outside the gunwale. ALWAYS wrap the windblocker around the 
 porthole mesh top, before motoring your boat but it’s not necessary to Ball Snugger the blind 
 while slow motoring. The mesh fabric can catch on limbs, cornstalks, and cattails resulting in a 
 fabric tear. To avoid this, it’s important to wrap the windblocker over the mesh fabric before 
 motoring to move decoys, chase downed birds, or move locations. Make this a HABIT! It only 
 takes a few seconds.
 

3. Make sure you DO NOT place bags, guns, clothing or any gear between the blind’s frame and the gunwale of the boat. If you place gear 
 between the frame and gunwale, when you raise the blind, gear will catch on the windblocker/frame and could fall overboard into the  
 water. Secure your gear, inside your boat, between each side of the blind’s frame and not on the outside against the wall of the boat.
 
4. Always stabilize and secure the boat, before attempting to lift the blind.
 
5. ALWAYS make sure you and your passengers are a few feet away from the legs prior to lifting or lowering the blind. Keep your hands 
 away from the legs and knee, of each leg, to avoid getting a finger “pinched”.
 
6. When you are ready to lift the blind engaging your auto-locking legs, do not lift by the side frame rails. Lift your blind, one end at a time. 
 Lift by grabbing the front and rear end frame rails. Again, lift each end separately, one at a time.
 
7. When you are ready to lower your blind, lower one end at a time. At one end, grab BOTH safety pull cable handles, pull until taut, then 
 add pull pressure to ease your blind down. AGAIN, make sure everyone’s hands are away from the legs and knee joints, when  
 lowering the blind, to avoid getting a finger “pinched”.
 
8. If you have a mud motor on your boat and you are about to motor your boat, at mid-high speeds. With your blind in the down position 
 and your top situated on the right side of your boat, make sure you rotate your rear frame rail out of the way, so you don’t damage your 
 motor or blind. Pull the pin in the left rear corner of your blind, rotate the rear frame rail inward and towards the right side of your blind 
 frame. Then, wrap your windblocker around the rear frame rail, the top and main frame rail, inside the windblocker, before motoring your 
 boat.

9. In the off-season, it’s best to disconnect the Leg Springs (either end will be fine) before storing your boat blind.  This way, the springs 
 won’t develop a memory from being stretched for a long period of time.

10. ALWAYS FOLLOW ALL STATE AND FEDERAL BOATING AND HUNTING REGULATIONS.  Check with your state’s regulations for 
 your area before heading out on the hunt.

Pull Pin and 
Swing Mud 

Motor Bar onto 
Right Side 

Windblocker

Insert Mud Motor 
Bar into Right Side 
Windblocker, cover 

with Windblocker and 
use the Ball Snuggers 

to secure for travel

NEVER travel with the blind in the up position, always down 
and collapsed, with the Windblocker wrapped and secured 
tightly around the top and blind frame, together.
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